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"Francisco, what's the most depraved type of human being?"
"The man without a purpose."

- Ayn Rand Atlas Shru@ped(New York:
" iltunlli Gilli‘ Random House, 19'§7"§,“§.' 99.

"What am I here for?" is a philosophical question whsmasked out of the blue,

when asked by the underggvaduate at the beginning of the academic year

it is often, unfortunately, still a philosophical question. Many young

people and even adults going to university, seek an answer to the puzzle

behind all the puzzles of their unhappy existences: what is the pure

pose of my life? what am I to do with it? .

For many, particularly in the faculty Pf science, the question is

answered: "I want to teach mathematics; I want to make discoveries;

I want to design machinery." Be that as it may, significant numbers of

college and university students in their twenties and thirties lack a

well-defined purpose, and it tortures them. l
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Here at Concordia, in the department of philosophy, W9; are intro-

duced early to the views of those who say we must accept the torture,

that life has no purpcse. (It is called "Having the courage to face the

facts.") But the sufferers shrug it off, and read avidly all the

self-help literature they caupt their hands on (Maslow, Rogers, Branden

et al.) in spitegof what the existentialists say in their more coherent

moments. Most such students have long ago rejected religion as simply _

silly, demanding as it does the suspension of earthly values, purpose

among them. (To serve God on the ground of "faith" is not to assume

purpose, but'to abandon it, is how they see it.) If these seekers

consider the careen possibilities that exist in the twentieth century,

theyqare apt to feel that they do not want to pursue a narrow course,

such as business or engineering or art. Yes, I said art; for the

purposeless student's need is far wider than a career choice.

As pointed out, it is to him a philosophical question. In order

to choose hi§_purpose, he needs some idea of maple purpose. If this

seems an unusual attitude for a non-genius, note the rebellion of

children against the injunction to do something "becauseL[(the parent)

am.t§lling you to do it." Human beings as a rule want explanations on

every level they can grasp. The university student can usually grasp

the question of "the purpose of life," so he.seeks the answer before

taking the final step into full adulthood. '

I have indicated that science students are less troubled by this

. th t the seem not as doubtful about theirquestion than are arts students, a Y

course.‘ I do not mean to imply thathey are generally les

ligent; personal and circu

s or more intel-

mstantial influences create problems for some
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people where others have none. Many go into arts just because theyiare

indecisive and do not want to narrow themselves too much. But thinker

Ayn Hand points to two factors that may more fully account for the difficulty

faced by arts students. _

(1) Many go into arts because they believe that the humanities (branches

of knowledge tgaé deal with man) will offer a lead to the solution of their

problem. (Pl .) _

(2) The humanities as they are taught actually hinder any attempt
q,+-area;

to make sense out of them, and_so out of life. ~££p==-w%-

_ Now, is.a young person justified in his belief that higher learning

can provide a,philosophy for directing his life? In my opinion he most

certainly is, just as a child is justified in believing a teacher can
unlock for him the mysteries of numbers. Does the child take the teachings

on faith? No, for the essence of teaching is explanation, i.e. the presenf

tation of new knowledge in terms of that jalready acquired. Who decides

if a statement represents knowledge or error? To paraphrase Ayn Rand, this

question is utterly depraved, for the answer is: You! Egg decide, dear

student, what you=wil1 accept or reject. "Who am I to know?" is a cop-out .
the

from/fundamental human responsibility, which is to think. But why do we

need teachers if all we have to do is think? That, dear reader, is a

question I will leave you to think about. (As a clue, keep in mind that

this very article represents a form of teaching.) -

With regard to the way the humanities are taught today, please notice
I

that the big thing in philosophy is that you can never be certain of anything,

and that this doctrine is the first item of information you get in almost

. . . ‘I . .~‘- _.
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every course you take. Notice how often your urgent lines of questioning

are deflected with thiseogan. Notice how often disorganized group discus-

sion supplants structured presentation. Notice the pressure to conform and

to abandon any fundamental questions you may have. Notice perhaps your

quakinggfear when you consider voicing a disagreement, and mark your lack
' Ir 1.of tenacity in arguing against flue general opinion.. (Pp.5 .)

- s

This method of teaching has been formalized into educational theory,
r

I

and it is not polite to disagree with it; it is called Pragmatism. Are

other theories taught? Certainly - but by the pragmatic method. And in

philosophy the flaeories of certainty are taught, with the implication

that one ceases to be worthy of attention by being certain of any of those
j‘ Q

theories. _
'0

' Perhaps some readers are horrified that I should presume to be

"dogmatic" enough to have definite views about the way things should be

taught, and some of the content of the teaching. I would ask such

readers toeconsider whether they wens conditioned, in their various arts

classes, to feel this. ,

H’. is no wonder that many neva' find the answer to their problem and

that some give up, in the light of suchsia situation in the humanities.

No, I do not view today's universities as mind-destroyers thatnip

lives in the bud; but I do think, since most institutions of higher learning

exhibit the trends mentioned above, that they are not flue citadels of the

intellect U18 freshman anticipates. Rather they are dominated by certain

doctrines that flourish amid mental lethargy and fear of disapproval.

The only hope of the confused student is to thiuk, to question what he hears,
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to adopt beliefs only on the basis of his own mind's judgement. (P9. .)

Then he can hope to dtcover'man's, and eventually his own, purpose.

It is my view that thus guided he will see‘ - and achieve it.
1
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